
 

 

KPMG has prepared extensive commentary on tax reform, which can 
be accessed here. The below update assumes familiarity with the 
underlying reform proposals. If you need a quick summary, please go 
here. 

This update is the second part in a series on Alternative Investments 
and Tax Reform. For the prior update, please go here. 

Executive Summary 
US tax reform has been a central focus of the Republican legislature and 
Trump administration in its first 100 days in the White House. The below 
commentary addresses some of the principal US international tax items 
affecting the alternative investment (“AI”) industry that may be impacted by 
the proposed US tax reform agenda. The commentary first considers the 
reform proposals as these relate to US taxable investors, such as the 
impact, if any, on the status of the rules covering CFCs, PFICs, QEF 
elections and QDI. This is followed by commentary addressing the potential 
impact on rules governing US-inbound taxation relevant to non-US AI 
investors, such as USTB, withholding tax and treaty applicability, as well as 
the preferential rules applicable to non-US pension funds and sovereign 
investors. Finally, the commentary touches on the key US tax reform items 
applicable to AI managers. 

Cross-Border Alternative Investments & Tax Reform – Some 
Observations 
While the White House and Congress continue to consider alternative tax 
reform proposals, there has not been much, if any, comment on how the 
US federal income taxation (“US Tax”) of AI managers and investors would 
change under these proposals. AI comprises, more and more, both cross-
border investments and cross-border flows of capital. How US Tax reform 
may impact non-US investors into US AI offerings, and how it may affect 
US investor’s offshore AI investments, are important issues that have not 
been part of the public discussion in Congress to date. Any reform 
proposals in this area would undoubtedly have an impact on the US 
taxation of managers and sponsors of US AI offerings. 

Some Key Issues for US Investors 

The taxation of US investors in US AI structures is critical to the funds 
industry because this is a major factor influencing how funds structure their 
investments. Traditionally, US AI adopts a flow-through model of taxation; 
that is, where possible, a fund is structured to minimize entity-level US Tax, 
so that a US investor’s return is only subject to a single-level US Tax at the 
investor level (and not at the fund level). Further, in the cross-border 
context, US AI tends to structure investments in a flow-through manner to 
mitigate potentially adverse US tax consequences that may arise from anti-
deferral regimes that could apply to create additional tax and reporting 
burdens on the investors, although such mitigation/flow-through investment 
structuring is not always possible. 

KPMG LLP (KPMG) Observation: We would expect any US Tax reform 
proposals in this area to receive significant attention from investors, fund 
sponsors and other parties across the cross-border US AI industry, 
because of the nature of how funds currently structure their investments. 
US Tax reform could significantly impact these structures, causing fund 
managers to consider alternative outbound structuring for their US 
investors. 

Passive Foreign Investment Companies 

Currently, many funds structure their non-US investments to avoid the 
passive foreign investment company (“PFIC”) regime where possible 
(generally, for funds that take significant positions in the stock of non-US 
portfolio corporations). For those investment strategies that take portfolio 
positions, like hedge funds, or funds that invest into entities that are “per 
se” foreign corporations (often, publicly traded foreign companies or certain 
securitization or special real estate investment vehicles), structuring around 
the PFIC regime may not be possible. In those cases, certain elections may 
be made to minimize the application of the PFIC regime, including the 
“once a PFIC, always a PFIC” rule. Generally, the PFIC regime causes 
holders (including indirect holders through a fund in many cases) to suffer 
higher levels of US Tax on dispositions of, or in many cases distributions of 
earnings from, a PFIC under the default “excess distribution” regime. In 
addition, there is often an onerous interest charge levied on US investor’s 
gain from the sale of a PFIC or on the receipt of an excess distribution, 
designed to countervail the time value of the deferral of the underlying 
earnings over such US investor’s holding period. 

KPMG Observation: Repeal of the PFIC rules has not been part of the 
public US Tax reform discussion to date, and the policies underlying the 
rationale for the PFIC regime (amongst other items, the promotion of the 

For example, the House Blueprint includes a provision that would deny a 
US tax deduction for net interest expense. For a PFIC, however, if interest 
expense continues to reduce the non-US corporation’s ordinary earnings 
under the QEF rules, a US investor would continue to benefit from a net 
interest expense deduction where the US investor invests in a US AI 
offering that obtains leverage at the level of a PFIC. This may be most 
advantageous for US AI funds that undertake leverage at a non-US 
corporate level if that non-US corporation does not generate income 
effectively connected with a US trade or business (see the discussion 
below regarding US trade or business issues under the non-US investors 
section). 

Controlled Foreign Corporations 

Generally, a foreign corporation is a CFC if ownership by certain US 
shareholders exceeds a specified threshold. In the US AI context, the 
typical CFC fact pattern involves a US entity treated as a partnership 
owning or being deemed to own stock carrying greater than 50 percent of 
the voting power of a non-US corporation. In such a case, each US 
investor in the US partnership, regardless of his/her ownership interest in 
the US partnership, is required to currently include in gross income as a 
deemed dividend certain types of income earned by the CFC, regardless of 
whether such earnings are actually distributed. The categories of CFC 
income that result in a deemed dividend (known as “subpart F income”) 
include passive income and income from certain related party transactions. 

US Tax reform proposals include significant changes to the CFC regime, 
such as elimination of most of the categories of subpart F income. In 
addition, US Tax reform proposals include a transition rule that results in a 
mandatory repatriation of deferred earnings (that is, earnings and profits 
earned by a CFC that were not previously deemed distributed or 
repatriated). The proposals anticipate a lower rate of tax being imposed on 
the deemed repatriation of a US investor’s pro rata share of deferred 
earnings. 

KPMG Observation: The interaction of the CFC regime with US AI is 
complicated and can be burdensome in terms of reporting without resulting 
in any significant additional revenue for the US Treasury. Mitigation of the 
burden on US shareholders of CFCs associated with CFC reporting would 
be helpful to US AI and its US investor base. 

US Tax reform proposals with respect to the subpart F regime have thus far 
not specifically addressed US AI issues. The current US Tax reform 
proposals around CFCs could impact US AI where subpart F income is 
eliminated for all categories other than FPHCI, as in the 2014 tax reform 
proposal from then Ways and Means Committee Chairperson Dave Camp 
(R-MI), but the issues there do not appear particularly unique to US AI. 

One of the more interesting issues currently being considered for US AI 
and CFCs is the concept of mandatory repatriation. US investors that are 
US shareholders of CFCs would appear to be impacted by the mandatory 
repatriation provision as it is currently envisioned. This may be particularly 
relevant to US investors in US partnerships. Depending on how a US 
investor’s pro rata share of a CFC’s deferred earnings is calculated under a 
mandatory repatriation provision, this could result in a dry income charge to 
a US investor in the year of the deemed repatriation, and the fund would be 
left to determine whether a tax distribution to US investors is required or 
possible. Whether this will impact fund-owned CFCs to any significant 
extent is to be determined, especially given that US AI does not 
traditionally let cash accumulate in subsidiaries. 

Qualified Dividend Income 

Qualified dividend income (“QDI”) treatment, if applicable, results in 
dividend income in the hands of US individual taxpayers being taxed at 
preferential long-term capital gains rates rather than ordinary income rates 
otherwise applicable. Where possible, US AI will use corporate investments 
to maximize a US individual’s QDI relative to dividend that does not so 
qualify. 

Foreign corporate dividend income may constitute QDI in limited 
circumstances, provided the non-US corporation meets certain 
requirements, one of which is that it be eligible for the benefits under a 
qualifying double income tax treaty between its state of tax residence and 
the US. In US AI, the qualification of foreign corporate dividends as QDI for 
non-portfolio investments is sometimes difficult to obtain as a structural 
matter. For portfolio investments in publicly traded equities, qualification for 
QDI for a particular investment is sometimes unclear, leaving some 
uncertainty as to whether such dividend income constitutes QDI. 

KPMG Observation: US Tax reform proposals include recommendations 
to tax dividends, interest and capital gains at the same rate (rate 
equivalency). While this is broadly similar to QDI treatment in many 
instances, not having to test whether a non-US corporation is an eligible 
foreign corporation for QDI treatment may be advantageous for US 
individual investors. In the hedge fund industry, this would likely result in 
more clarity around a lower US Tax rate for foreign dividend returns, 
provided rate equivalency is extended to non-US corporate dividends. 

For non-portfolio investments, the introduction of a rate equivalency regime 
will assist outbound US AI structuring. Because QDI treatment for non-US 
corporations requires treaty qualification by such foreign issuer, rate 
equivalency would likely mean there would be less pressure to use hybrid 
entities in structures to obtain the appropriate return profile for US investors 
(e.g., no need to “check open” intermediate entities). In addition, this would 
be a welcome development where at the same time the OECD BEPS 
project and the recent introduction of the EU anti-tax avoidance directives 
have made the need for flexible, alternative structuring options for 
investments abroad paramount for US AI. 

Also, as discussed above, QEF elections for PFICs may be a particularly 
interesting tax concept to follow as US Tax reform develops. With regards 
to QDI, currently a US individual investor that has made a QEF election for 
a PFIC investment cannot obtain QDI treatment with respect to his/her pro 
rata share of such PFIC’s ordinary earnings inclusion. If the QDI regime is 
displaced by pure rate equivalency for dividends, however, it may be 
possible that such dividends would flow through the PFIC and be taxed at 
long-term capital gains rates. If this is the case, we would expect more US 
investors to consider investing through the offshore/blocker feeder fund 
with respect to their hedge fund investments. It may also result in some 
funds forgoing feeders to reduce compliance and operational costs, 
resulting in US AI sponsors operating either one feeder or removing the 
feeder entirely and having all investors invest directly into the master fund 
(although implications with respect to tax-exempt investors may need to be 
considered). Note, however, that unless US withholding tax is repealed 
(discussed below), such a structure may not be beneficial for funds that 
have material US-source dividend returns that suffer US tax at a 30 percent 
flat rate. 

Some Key Issues for Non-US Investors 

Non-US investors are a significant source of capital for US AI sponsors, 
and can be very tax sensitive. 

KPMG Observation: Any broad reform items that fail to adequately 
address how non-US persons access the US AI offerings could create 
significant disruption to the US capital markets. At the same time, US Tax 
reform presents a significant opportunity to rethink the current ways of 
structuring US AI offerings for non-US investors. 

The US Trade or Business Standard, Effectively Connected Income, & 
Filing Requirement 

Non-US investors in AI typically trade off the requirement to file a US tax 
return for direct AI US-based investments (generally putting them on par 
with taxation rates imposed on similarly situated US taxpayers) on the one 
hand, with the ability to avoid a US tax filing by investing through a feeder 
that is taxable as a corporation for US tax purposes on the other. The 
reason why a filing obligation arises is often that the fund may be treated 
as being engaged in the conduct of a US trade or business and earning 
income effectively connected with such US trade or business. Hedge funds 
and credit funds typically offer non-US blockers for non-US investors that 
do not want to file US tax returns, but other funds may not, taking the 
position that a particular investment platform does not create material US 
trade or business exposure. 

Broadly, US tax reform proposals have mooted the possibility, at least 
implicitly, of a reworking of the US trade or business standard for taxing the 
business income of a non-US investor. Associated with this, however, is 
the possibility of significantly lower rates of US tax on any income that is 
considered effectively connected with a US trade or business (“effectively 
connected income” or “ECI”). 

KPMG Observation: If a lower US trade or business threshold is adopted, 
it is likely that more funds may be treated as having a US trade or 
business, thereby resulting in the need for fund structuring to protect non-
US investors from filing obligations in the US. 

On the other hand, if the US trade or business standard is changed but the 
filing requirement is eliminated in favor of an enhanced withholding tax 
regime applicable to non-US investors investing in funds, this change could 
greatly encourage more non-US capital to be deployed in US AI 
investments, particularly if this would mean non-US investors would be able 
to take advantage of lower US tax rates brought in with US Tax reform. 

If US Tax reform results in more non-US AI investors being treated as 
engaged in the conduct of a US trade or business, and the filing 
requirement is not eliminated, the enactment of lower US tax rates may 
encourage more non-US investors to reconsider their historical aversion to 
filing US tax returns in connection with US-based investments. That is, if 
ECI is taxed at US tax rates as low as 15–20 percent, with the ability to 
take associated deductions for investments in assets (even if limited as 
under some of the US Tax reform proposals), it is likely that US AI 
structures may have more non-US investors seeking to invest directly into 
their funds rather than indirectly through an offshore blocker. This switch 
may also be encouraged by a lower trade or business standard: if the non-
US blocker is more likely to be engaged in a US trade or business, the 
associated cost with investing through such blocker is higher, and therefore 
the opportunity cost of investing directly into the onshore feeder is 
presumably lower. 

Withholding Tax & Double Taxation Treaties 

Where US AI generates US-source passive fixed or determinable annual or 
periodical (“FDAP”) income, such as interest, rents, or dividends, the non-
US investors or non-US blocker corporations are subject to a 30 percent 
gross-basis withholding tax unless a domestic exemption applies or an 
applicable double income tax treaty results in a lower rate of withholding 
tax. US AI investments are typically structured to reduce or eliminate 
withholding taxes wherever possible, unless income that attracts such 
withholding taxes is expected to comprise an immaterial amount of the 
fund’s income (e.g., a hedge fund employing a quantitative global macro 
hedge strategy, where US source dividends constitute a negligible 
component of the overall return). 

KPMG Observation: Again, US Tax reform proposals do not directly 
address withholding taxes or the use of double income tax treaties to 
reduce or eliminate withholding taxes. It is conceivable that a border-
adjusted tax could result in a tax system where the relevance of 
withholding taxes and double income tax treaties is either entirely 
eliminated or marginalized (for example, because of a lowered US trade or 
business standard or a border adjusted tax that would not constitute a 
“covered tax” under a double tax treaty). 

For US AI, at least conceptually, the elimination of withholding taxes on 
cross-border FDAP income, coupled with a US trade or business standard 
for all investments, could result in a radical departure from the historical US 
AI structure offering to raise non-US capital. Fund structures and offerings 
could presumably be simplified for non-US investors and the overall 
amount of US Tax suffered by non-US investors in US AI could be 
reduced. 

Another important aspect of a transition away from the withholding tax 
regime would be the likely displacement of the current non-US investor 
preferential framework that exists under the US Tax system today. Non-US 
investors resident in treaty jurisdictions often have favorable returns for 
their US AI investments (particularly where they are specifically 
accommodated by the fund structure, either directly or through the use of 
an alternative investment vehicle) over non-US investors that are not 
residents of treaty jurisdictions. 

If withholding taxes became less important, then treaty-based investors 
and those able to avail themselves of special domestic regimes that may 
mitigate withholding taxes should find themselves in a less preferential 
position for structuring their US AI investments. Because European 
countries tend to have a stronger treaty network with the US, as a general 
matter, this could mean that other jurisdictions, particularly those with 
significant capital, such as those in the Middle East and Asia, could be net 
winners from such a reform package. This is because non treaty-based 
investors would then be able to invest on par in US AI with other, formerly 
favored non-US investor jurisdictions. As a result, European investors 
(potentially along with sovereigns and pension funds, as discussed below) 
may find themselves in a more crowded investor field seeking US AI yield. 

It is entirely unclear whether there is any intention to “level the playing field” 
in this manner as a matter of tax policy (even more so when there has 
been no significant statement regarding non-US investors into AI 
generally). Moreover, the concept of the elimination of withholding taxes 
has other, broader policy ramifications than US AI. Nevertheless, as 
demonstrated above, any attempt to change the fundamental nature of 
withholding taxes will have significant ramifications for the US AI market. 

Non-US Pension Fund Investors 

Pension funds are significant US AI investors, and non-US pension funds 
are increasingly active participants in the US AI market. Historically, non-
US pension funds have been able to structure their US AI investments in a 
relatively advantaged manner, and are often able to avail themselves of 
reduced US withholding tax on their share of US source FDAP income 
under an applicable double income tax treaty. In addition, many non-US 
pension funds are structured under local law in a manner that permits them 
to take advantage of lower capital gains taxation rates for nonresident alien 
individuals, rather than the (often) higher corporate rates on capital gains 
that they would be subject to if treated as a corporation for US tax 
purposes. In addition, such non-corporate pension funds benefit from the 
absence of the application of any branch profits tax on ECI, although they 
do suffer higher ordinary income rates. 

KPMG Observation: Any movement on the standards of US trade or 
business or withholding taxes will also have significant consequences for 
non-US pension funds. One item on which there is no clarity is whether the 
current taxation of foreign complex trusts as nonresident alien individuals 
for their ECI will remain as part of US Tax reform, which is important for 
non-US pension funds, because that is often the way they qualify for better 
return profiles on their US AI portfolio. This result is even more critical 
where the US trade or business threshold is lowered. 

The Protecting Americans from Tax Hikes Act of 2015 (the “PATH Act”) 
lowered the tax burden on certain investments by non-US pension funds by 
providing “qualified foreign pension funds” with an exemption from US tax 
on gains derived from investment in US real property (the “Foreign 
Investment in Real Property Tax Act”, or “FIRPTA”). If reduction of tax on 
inbound investment by non-US investment funds is a policy objective of 
Congress, as suggested by strong bipartisan support for infrastructure 
spending, the policy debate around non-US pension funds’ US AI 
investments and US Tax reform will remain an interesting one to follow. 

Sovereign Investors 

US tax law currently exempts foreign sovereign investors from certain 
taxes, particularly US withholding taxes on certain types of FDAP income 
and taxes on certain investments into US real property holding 
corporations, provided certain requirements are met. This creates 
tremendously favorable investment conditions for sovereign wealth funds in 
particular, who have become cornerstone US AI investors. 

KPMG Observation: A wholesale change to US withholding taxes that is 
not implemented properly could be very disruptive to this extremely 
important source of capital for US AI, as sovereign investors are often tax-
favored in US AI because of the unique domestic exemption regime. If US 
withholding taxes became less burdensome in general, like the treaty-
based investors discussed above, sovereign investors would likely find 
themselves less able to invest on preferential terms, resulting in a potential 
market shift towards other non-US investors investing their capital in US AI. 
On the other hand, it is unclear how much Congress would find it desirable 
to tax foreign sovereigns. Again, this is an area of US AI that may be 
impacted by US Tax reform (albeit with no current understanding of how) 
and therefore is an important area for funds to continue to track. 

Key International Issues for Managers 

The US Tax reform implications of managers of US AI in relation to carried 
interest issues more generally is addressed in prior KPMG reports, 
found here. US AI managers tend to charge performance and 
management fees to feeder funds directly (although this varies). 

KPMG Observation: From an international perspective, the interaction of a 
border adjusted tax and manager incentives raises interesting issues. For 
example, if a border adjusted tax is enacted as proposed, then regardless 
of what happens to carried interest, managers may want to structure their 
incentive arrangement with their offshore feeder as management fees, 
which could be exempt from US Tax (as outbound services). 

This result raises significant policy questions. For example, if a border 
adjusted tax were to apply to the incentive payments made by a typical 
offshore feeder in this manner, in the absence of any special rules that 
require looking through to ultimate US investors, then funds would be 
motivated to also put their US investors into an offshore feeder to exempt 
more of their fees from US Tax. Presumably, a rule could be crafted that 
would require the fund to apportion the services rendered to a feeder 
based proportionally on the geographic location of the investors to address 
this issue. In the absence of any such rule, however, this would be another 
reason for wondering whether a trend towards non-US-based corporate 
funds is a distinct possibility (for some of the other aspects informing on 
this trend towards offshore corporate fund vehicles, see the US Investor 
Issues discussion above). 

Another policy point to consider is that if the border adjusted tax were to 
result in non-taxation of non-US feeder fund performance in the hands of 
the manager, US based managers would presumably be more incentivized, 
on an after-tax basis, to attract non-US investors to their funds, as opposed 
to US investors. 
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US mutual fund industry over non-US competitors) likely favor retention of 
the PFIC rules. The House Blueprint, while not directly addressing the PFIC 
regime, does retain (in the context of the closely related “subpart F” regime 
for US shareholders of controlled foreign corporations (“CFCs”), discussed 
below) the foreign personal holding company income (“FPHCI”) rules, on 
which certain key components of the PFIC regime are based. Accordingly, 
it is unclear why the PFIC regime would be repealed if the FPHCI rules 
were left in place as part of any US Tax reform. 

Therefore, while it remains uncertain, US taxable investors in US AI 
structures should not expect relief from the PFIC regime. If the PFIC 
regime were eliminated or at least made less onerous, however, such 
reform would significantly impact US taxable investors in US AI platforms. 

Qualified Electing Funds 

Where US investors do find themselves invested in a PFIC, certain 
elections are available to minimize the US Tax imposed on the returns from 
such investments. One common election made by US investors in this 
situation is the qualified electing fund (“QEF”) election. A QEF election 
requires an electing US person to include in gross income annually his/her 
pro rata share of the PFIC’s ordinary earnings (taxed at ordinary income 
tax rates) and long term capital gains (taxed at long term capital gains 
rates), whether or not actually distributed by the PFIC. The amount of QEF 
inclusion is generally determined under US corporate tax earnings and 
profits (“E&P”) principles. 

In a typical US AI structure involving non-US investments, a non-US (or 
foreign) feeder fund taxed as a corporation for US tax purposes is often a 
PFIC. Although a flow-through structure is generally preferred, in respect of 
non-US investments, there are certain potential advantages for US 
investors to invest through a non-US blocker that is treated as a QEF. For 
example, if a US investor invests in a hedge fund through an onshore flow-
through structure, there may be a limitation on the deductions that can be 
taken for certain fund expenses that are treated as miscellaneous itemized 
deductions not incurred in connection with the conduct of a trade or 
business (thus generally subjecting such items of expenses to a “floor” 
restriction of two percent of the taxpayer’s adjusted gross income, for 
example). However, if the US investor instead invests in the offshore feeder 
and makes a QEF election, current inclusion of his/her pro rata share of the 
PFIC’s ordinary earnings would reflect the deduction for expenses incurred 
by the fund under normal E&P principles, even where the fund is not in a 
trade or business. 

KPMG Observation: Although PFICs and QEFs have been absent from 
public conversation so far, the interaction of QEFs and US Tax reform 
could be very interesting, depending on the direction of US Tax reform. 
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